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Response to Rick Anderson’s IMHBCO (In My Humble But Correct Opinion)
Reference Services, Scalability, and the Starfish Problem
(Against the Grain, v.19#5 November 2007, p.16)

by Celia Rabinowitz (Director of the Library, St. Mary’s College of Maryland; Phone: 240-895-4267)
<cerabinowitz@smcm.edu>

I’ll admit that I look at the activity in my library as both the library director and as a still active reference/instruction librarian. I see and hear all kinds of things while at the reference desk that I would not if I were in my office, in a class, or at yet another meeting. I see a lot of other faculty members who come into the library. Many stop to chat, or ask a question that they might not have bothered with otherwise.

We are all trying to make sense of the decrease in reference statistics — those tick marks that don’t distinguish between helping a student find a book in the stacks and working with a student for 30 minutes as they begin to think through a project and learn why the books on codes in World War II might be in the section on military history, not general history. Do we need to think about how to provide help when and where students need it? Of course. Is the reference desk the most efficient way to provide that help? Probably not. Are creating better catalogs and embracing federated searching (over-rated in my opinion) the answers? Maybe. Improving the tools we all use is critical. But the human-computer interface is not a substitute for what the librarian at the reference desk can do.

Student athletes see our librarian who is a regular noon basketball player and stop to say hello. Students bring beginnings of papers and ask us to read them (we do, and also encourage them to stop by the Writing Center). I hear how many cell phones seem to have been left in knapsacks. The student tour guide is relieved to see a librarian at the reference desk and asks if she wouldn’t mind talking to the visiting group of prospective students and their parents.

The “less expert personnel” that Anderson refers to (presumably these are the nonlibrarian professionals) are providing critical services including processing ILL requests, patiently helping a student with billing problems, and processing serials. We don’t have a lot of extra staff without much to do hanging around my library. In fact, if they are at the reference desk a lot of critical work won’t get done.

And, if you want to know the truth, I am not sure that an extra hour spent somewhere else on campus, consulting with a professor, or in a class is necessarily a better use of that hour. It might be. On those slow days when I am able to read a journal or look through faculty book requests I wonder if I’d be better off in my office working on a report that is due. But the slow days also allow me to look around, to see the library, to see my co-workers, and to see the ways students are using those tools we’d like to fix.

Making the library easier to use isn’t just about fixing the technology. It’s about seeing how and where students want to work, providing clear and helpful signage, and making finding help when it’s needed easy. That said, I am not sure Anderson is wrong about where the reference desk is headed — interesting and innovative changes are already being made by many libraries. But reference librarians aren’t the egotists that Anderson makes them out to be. It’s not simply about feeling good when we can answer a question. It’s about what we learn from every interaction with a student. It’s about the student who comes back weeks later to tell you how they are progressing on a project you helped them with. Or the faculty member who stops to talk about a class as you are checking out a book to them (yes, at my small library reference librarians help out at the circulation desk when things get busy).

So, for now, we will continue to staff our reference desk with librarians. Perhaps the return on investment isn’t ideal, but, as the person responsible for the starfish at my college, everyone we help is worth it. ☺